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Linda Troeller’s photographs with interviews by Marion Schneider shown with 
35 Sculptors in exhibition, “Female Orgasm” MIETair Sept 6, Netherlands !
In September, MIETair in Beers (NL) organises an exhibition of sculptures on the theme of "female 
orgasm". The exhibition opens Sunday September 6th at 14.00 hrs and is open to the public on all 
Sundays of the month of September, free of charge. (6, 13, 20 and September 27, 2015). !
35 artists made a sculpture in response to the topic of female orgasm.  The works coincide with 
Linda Troeller’s photographs and Marion Schneider’s interviews from their new book, “Orgasm 
Photographs and Interviews,” Daylight, 2014. The book was part catalyst/ reason for the exhibition 
"female orgasm".  In addition, the book and aluminium prints by Linda Troeller are part of a greater 
multi-media discourse. See: www.orgasmproject.info 
  
In the book, writer Marion Schneider poses the following questions: "What does the word orgasm 
mean for you?" "Can you remember your first orgasm and your feelings at that moment”? "Do you 
remember your most intense orgasm and also show those emotions for the camera?"  These candid 
interviews of 25 women from the USA, the Netherlands, Germany and Israel were visually depicted 
in portraits shot by Linda Troeller.  !
As a result of the taboos surrounding the topic of orgasm, the women who share their stories of 
intimacy in this book are both brave and tender. The narratives serve as a touchstone for men and 
women everywhere. “Orgasm Photographs and Interviews” has been reviewed among many 
publications including The Huffington Post. For more information: h2p://www.huffingtonpost.com/
2014/08/18/female-‐orgasm-‐photos_n_5675271.html !
In this exhibit, 35 sculptors from the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, Curacao, England and Japan 
participated with the intention of creating something in freedom.  The artists explore female orgasm 
as a greater theme and as it connects to feelings of liberation, vulnerability, pain, guilt, 
abandonment, independence, anger, uncertainty, and yes, eroticism and sexuality.  !
Among the works include: Johanna Schweizer (1946), who makes a fabulous sculpture of textile. 
Yubi Kirindongo (1946) from Curacao makes a sculpture out of found materials. Atty Bax (1965) is 
inspired by the philosopher Georges Bataille and work a lot with fur and fabric. Younger 
participants as Hanneke Wetzer (1979) work with silicon and Jimi Bruinink Klein (1987) uses a lot 
of cardboard and plastic. !
About MIETair: MIETair is a private initiative focusing on sculpture and three-dimensional art 
providing opportunities to gain inspiration and knowledge in a stimulating environment. MIETair 
specializes in the field of bronze and the entire casting process. MIETair gives sculptors the 
opportunity to stay up to 6 months. The architecture of MIETair was nominated in 2014 for the state 
prize for architecture, the Golden Pyramid. 
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